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Power Plays: Energy Options in the Age of Peak OilApress, 2012

	Many people wonder: Are we really running out of oil, or is it all a ruse to drive prices up? Is nuclear power safe and economical? Is solar energy really the key to providing plenty of carbon-free energy? Do we have enough natural gas or coal to make any loss of oil production irrelevant?


	In Power Plays: Energy Options in the...
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Asian Functional Foods (Nutraceutical Science and Technology)CRC Press, 2005

	The consumption of functional foods has emerged as a major consumer-driven trend, based on the needs of an ever-growing health conscious population that wants to exercise greater control over its health. Focusing on an important sector of this rapidly growing field, Asian Functional Foods discusses the theoretical and practical aspects of...
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Nanostructured Electrochromic Materials for Smart Switchable WindowsCRC Press, 2018

	
		The aim of compiling this book has been to give a working
	
		knowledge of the important details of materials used in
	
		electrochromic devices, their characteristics, the process of
	
		manufacture, and uses in the industry to all researchers, scientists,
	
		and engineering students. This book is structured in a systematic...
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Animal Rights: A Reference Handbook (Contemporary World Issues)ABC Clio, 1994
the controversy surrounding animal rights is divisive and potentially volatile. It divides society into three unequally sized groups. The first group is comprised of animal activists who believe that all human use of animals should stop immediately. The second group is society in general, which may or...
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Enterprise Service Oriented Architectures: Concepts, Challenges, RecommendationsSpringer, 2005
Conventional wisdom of the "software stack" approach to building applications may no longer be relevant. Enterprises are pursuing new ways of organizing systems and processes to become service oriented and event-driven. Leveraging existing infrastructural investments is a critical aspect to the success of companies both large and...
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Fully-Depleted SOI CMOS Circuits and Technology for Ultralow-Power ApplicationsSpringer, 2006

	The most important issue confronting CMOS technology is the power explosion of chips arising from the scaling law. Fully-depleted (FD) SOI technology provides a promising low-power solution to chip implementation. Ultralow-power VLSIs, which have a power consumption of less than 10 mW, will be key components of terminals in the coming...
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The Microeconomic GrowthSpringer, 2013

	This book primarily discusses what could make the economy remain stable and increase the level of coordination, both on the demand and supply side, a fascinating question for economists. In this context, it systematically analyzes the theory of consumption and production growth. Most of the existing economic growth theories fail to analyze...
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The American Roadside in Émigré Literature, Film, and Photography: 1955–1985 (Studies in Mobilities, Literature, and Culture)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		The American Roadside in Émigré Literature, Film, and Photography: 1955–1985 traces the origin of a postmodern iconography of mobile consumption equating roadside America with an authentic experience of the United States through the postwar road narrative, a narrative which, Elsa Court argues, has been...
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Design Guide for Concrete-filled Double Skin Steel Tubular StructuresCRC Press, 2018

	
		The concrete-filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) structure
	
		is a new type of steel-concrete composite structure. It inherits the
	
		advantages of conventional concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST)
	
		structures, including high strength, good ductility and durability, high fire resistance and favorable constructability....
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Embedded Systems and Software Validation (Morgan Kaufmann Series in Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
Modern embedded systems require high performance, low cost and low power consumption. Such systems typically consist of a heterogeneous collection of processors, specialized memory subsystems, and partially programmable or fixed-function components. This heterogeneity, coupled with issues such as hardware/software partitioning, mapping,...
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Virtualizing Microsoft Tier 1 Applications with VMware vSphere 4Sybex, 2010

	Over the years as power costs have soared and data center space has become scarce and expensive
	to acquire, enterprises and small businesses have been looking for ways to decrease their data center
	footprints as well as reduce the overall costs of operating an IT infrastructure. As the number of
	different applications being deployed in...
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Professional .NET 2.0 Generics (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
Professional .NET 2.0 Generics
Generics represent one of the most compelling additions to the .NET platform, bringing a new dimension of type-safety, expressiveness, and performance to your data types. Professional .NET 2.0 Generics provides a detailed examination of all the facets of what you can achieve through applying generics. This...
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